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a b s t r a c t
In animal behaviour studies, association indices estimate the proportion of time two individuals (i.e. a
dyad) spend in association. In terms of dyads, all association indices can be interpreted as estimators
of the probability that a dyad is associated. However, traditional indices rely on the assumptions that
the probability to detect a particular individual (p) is either approximately one and/or homogeneous
between associated and not associated individuals. Based on marked individuals we develop a likelihood
based model to estimate the probability a dyad is associated ( ) accounting for p < 1 and possibly varying
between associated and not associated individuals. The proposed likelihood based model allows for both
individual and dyadic missing observations. In addition, the model can easily be extended to incorporate
covariate information for modeling p and . A simulation study showed that the likelihood based model
approach yield reasonably unbiased estimates, even for low and heterogeneous individual detection
probabilities, while, in contrast, traditional indices showed moderate to strong biases. The application
of the proposed approach is illustrated using a real data set collected from a population of Commerson’s
dolphin (Cephalorhynchus commersonii) in Patagonia Argentina. Finally, we discuss possible extensions
of the proposed model and its applicability in animal behaviour and ecological studies.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
When an individual identiﬁcation process is involved in animal social studies, it is difﬁcult to assure the perfect detection of
each individual in the population. For instance, for species like treedwelling monkeys (Jack and Fedigan, 2004) or cetaceans (Williams
and Thomas, 2009) the individual detection and identiﬁcation is
sometimes a difﬁcult and complex task. Under these conditions,
behavioural interactions, the foundation of the conceptual framework of Hinde (1976) for social analysis cannot be always observed.
A common way around this difﬁculty is to use associations instead
of interactions or in addition to interactions as the fundamental elements of social analysis. Association usually deﬁned based
on spatial or temporal proximity plus, perhaps, some behavioural
state measure (Whitehead, 2008a). In this sense, the necessary
conditions for considering two individuals in association must be
established by the researcher prior the analysis and for the particular study (Michener, 1980).
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The proportion of time two individuals spend in association
is estimated by the so called association indices (AI) (Cairns and
Schwager, 1987; Ginsberg and Young, 1992). In terms of dyads, all
AI can be interpreted as estimators of the probability that a dyad is
associated at a given time t (Cairns and Schwager, 1987; Whitehead,
2008b). Despite the existence of several types of AI, the estimation
of any of these always requires that the individuals involved are
individually identiﬁed by either artiﬁcial (e.g. via tags) (Glander
et al., 1991) or natural (e.g. via photoidentiﬁcation) (Wursig and
Jefferson, 1990) marks. When the individual detection, deﬁned as
the probability to detect a particular individual (p) is perfect (i.e.
p = 1), the Simple Index (SI) is the unbiased estimator of the probability that a dyad is associated and therefore, the unbiased estimator
of the proportion of time two individuals spend together in association (Cairns and Schwager, 1987; Ginsberg and Young, 1992).
Considering the potential sources of bias on SI, two issues have to
be mentioned. In ﬁrst place, when p < 1 (i.e. imperfect individual
detection), two types of missing data can occur, when only one
individual of the dyad is detected vs. when both individuals of the
dyad are not detected. Thus, if only one or both individuals were
not detected from a dyad, an uncertainty exists of whether the dyad
was associated or not. When missing data is present, it is recommended the application of the Half Weight Index (HWI) instead of
the SI due to the HWI lowers the effect of low detection (Cairns and
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Schwager, 1987; Whitehead, 2008a). The second issue is related
to the presence of heterogeneity in individual detection. Heterogeneous individual detection is deﬁned when the individual detection
parameter (p) varies by individual (Link, 2003). For instance, in a
population with size N, it is assumed N different p values. Another
case of heterogeneity in individual detection is when there are g
homogeneous groups (e.g. sex, ages) in the population, each with a
different probability p (Norris et al., 1996; Pledger, 2000). The later
represents the case when associated individuals show a different
individual detectability than not associated individuals. The Twice
Weight Index (TWI) was proposed to account for individuals having
a higher individual detection probability when they are in association (Cairns and Schwager, 1987; Whitehead, 2008a). However, the
presence of heterogeneity in individual detection is not necessarily
conﬁned to differences between associated and not associated individuals. For instance, young calves of cetacean species like Tursiops
truncatus are often less identiﬁable than older animals and in some
cases the presence of the mother is necessary to positively identify
a calf (Gibson and Mann, 2008a,b). This represents another type of
heterogeneity and so far no methodology have been proposed for
dealing with such phenomenon in animal behaviour studies.
Under an inferential framework, Cairns and Schwager (1987)
developed two different likelihood based estimators for estimating the AI as the probability that a dyad is associated at given
sampling occasion when (a) all individuals in the population are
equally detectable and (b) when a given group has a higher individual detectability than the others. Despite a clear improvement on
the accuracy of these two different estimators, they are rarely used;
the simplicity in calculating SI and HWI may explain its enduring
preference over the likelihood based approach in the most animal behaviour studies. However, despite the extensive use and
good performance in animal behaviour studies, the AI remains very
much descriptive, without a possibility to either model or quantify
a measure of uncertainty due to an imperfect individual detection.
Lusseau et al. (2008) pointed out the importance of sampling
effects on AI and included that uncertainty in the estimation of
weighted network measures; and Gibson and Mann (2009) concluded that when sociality patterns are studied, the results differ
depending on the sampling method. Accounting for imperfect
species detection, Chao et al. (2006) proposed a modiﬁcation of
the Dice’s similarity index. Association indices like SI and HWI are
derived from these methods for studying the co-occurrence of two
or more species. Then, the proposed modiﬁcation of Chao et al.
(2006) would have straightforward adaptations to the indices used
in the animal behavioural studies. In addition, several authors discuss the importance of accounting for and dealing with imperfect
and heterogeneous individual detection (MacKenzie et al., 2002;
Jennelle et al., 2007; MacNeil et al., 2008; Corkrey et al., 2008;
Garamszegi et al., 2009; Cubaynes et al., 2010). Yet the explicit
modelling of the imperfect and heterogeneous individual detection remains as a pending issue in quantitative animal behaviour
analyses.
Here, we develop a new likelihood based model (LBM) for estimating the probability that a dyad is associated while accounting
for individual detection probability less than one and heterogeneous individual detection probability. Our approach provides a
ﬂexible framework allowing for detected and not detected individuals, time-speciﬁc parameters and the inclusion of covariate
information (e.g. biotic and abiotic factors) at individual, dyadic and
group levels. Because we rely on a model-based inference approach,
we test under the information theory competing sociobiological
hypotheses by selecting the model best supported by the data
(Burnham and Anderson, 2002). In addition, based on the proposed
LBM, the model can be readily extended to a Bayesian framework
in which a priori information could be included into the estimation
of parameters and hypothesis testing (Link and Barker, 2010).
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First, we explain how to build an encounter history for a
dyad. This type of encounter history is analogous to an individual encounter history used in mark-recapture models (Williams
et al., 2002) and the detection history for sites in occupancy models
(MacKenzie et al., 2002). Second, we introduce the LBM for estimating the probability that a dyad is associated and an estimation
procedure is proposed via the maximum likelihood approach. A
simulation study is carried out to investigate the performance of
the proposed method. In particular, we compare the performance
of our approach with two traditional AI (SI and HWI). Third, we
illustrate our method using a real data set from a population of
Commerson’s dolphin (Cephalorhynchus commersonii) in Patagonia
Argentina. Finally, we discuss possible extensions of the LBM and
its applicability in animal behaviour and ecological studies.
2. Methods
2.1. The association history
In this section, we provide a description for building an
encounter history for a dyad when in an animal behaviour study
individually marked animals are used for estimating either the
probability that a dyad is associated or the proportion of time two
individuals spend in association. We explain how the encounter
history for a dyad can be used for describing dyadic data across
time when both imperfect and heterogeneous individual detection
are present.
Suppose a population closed to birth, immigration, mortality
and emigration; and for which a given number of individuals can
be individually identiﬁed by either artiﬁcial (e.g. via tags) or natural marks (e.g. via photoidentiﬁcation). Then, either a recapture
or a resight experiment is conducted with 4 sampling occasions in
which an individual named “i” was detected at occasions 1, 3 and 4
and an individual named “j” was detected at occasions 1 and 4. This
implies that both individuals were detected on occasions 1 and 4,
at occasion 2 neither individual i nor individual j were detected and
at occasion 3 only individual i was detected. In animal behaviour
studies, additionally to the individual capture–recapture data, a
deﬁnition for association is necessary under which two individuals
are considered in association. In this case, we consider that individuals i and j are in association when they are detected in the same
group and at the same sampling occasion. This is one among several
deﬁnitions for association (see Whitehead, 2008a) and is known as
“the gambit of the group” (Whitehead and Dufault, 1999). Suppose
now, that individuals i and j were detected in the same group (i.e. in
association) at occasion 1 and were detected in different groups (i.e.
not in association) at occasion 4. Note that given the detection of
both individuals is a necessary condition for considering two individuals either in association or not in association, it is not possible
to deﬁne the association state for individuals i and j at occasions 2
and 3. The information related with both association and detection
events across the 4 sampling occasions for individuals i and j can
be expressed in a single encounter history in terms of dyads as:
Sampling occasion:
Encounter history:

1
A(i,j)

2
0(i,j)

3
I(i)

4
B(i,j)

Where at occasion 1, A(i,j) indicates that the dyad composed
of the individuals i and j was observed as associated; at occasion 2, 0(i,j) indicates that neither individual i nor individual j were
detected; at occasion 3, I(i) indicates that only individual i of the
dyad was detected and at occasion 4, B(i,j) indicates that the dyad
composed of the individuals i and j was observed as not associated. Note that notations A(i,j) and B(i,j) imply that both individuals
from the dyad were detected being in association and not in association respectively; and that notations 0(i,j) and I(i) imply that
given both individuals were not detected or only one individual
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t2

t1

t4

t3

B
B
(1 - ψ (i, j)4 ) p(i)4
p(j)4

A
A
ψ (i, j)3 p(i)3
q(j)3

B(i,j)

A(i,j)

A
A
ψ (i, j)2 p(i)2
p(j)2

A(i,j)

B
B
(1 - ψ (i, j)4 ) p(i)4
p(j)4

B
B
(1 - ψ (i, j)3 ) p(i)3
q(j)3

B(i,j)

A
A
ψ (i, j)1 p(i)1
p(j)1

A(i,j)

B(i,j)

A
A
ψ (i, j)3 p(i)3
q(j)3

B
B
(1 - ψ (i, j)4 ) p(i)4
p(j)4

B(i,j)

A(i,j)

B
B
(1 - ψ (i, j)2 ) p(i)2
p(j)2

B(i,j)

B
B
(1 - ψ (i, j)4 ) p(i)4
p(j)4

B
B
(1 - ψ (i, j)3 ) p(i)3
q(j)3

B(i,j)

B(i,j)

Fig. 1. The possible event probability statements when the association history (ah) A(i,j) 0(i,j) I(i) B(i,j) is observed. Between brackets are either the observed or the potential
association state for the dyad composed of individuals i and j. Above of each of those, are the probability expressions given the events in the observed ah. The dyad composed
of individuals i and i is observed as associated and both individuals are detected at occasion 1 (column t1 ). Neither individual i nor individual j are detected at occasion 2 and
the actual association state remains unknown; thus the dyad may be either associated or not associated (column t2 ). At occasion 3 only individual i is detected; again the
actual association state remains unknown and the dyad may be either associated or not associated (column t3 ). At occasion 4 both individuals are detected and the dyad is
observed as not associated (column t4 ). Then, given the observed ah, four alternatives ah were generated.

was detected respectively, the actual association state of the dyad
remains unknown. To distinguish from other types of encounter
histories, we named this encounter history as the association history (ah) for a particular dyad.
2.2. The likelihood based model formulation
In this section, we describe the LBM formulation for dyadic data
by using a series of probabilistic arguments for modelling an ah
for a particular dyad. To achieve this, we based the LBM formulation on the fundamentals of mark-recapture models (Williams
et al., 2002) and occupancy models (MacKenzie et al., 2006). In this
sense, the dyad is considered as the equivalent of an individual
in mark-recapture analyses or as a site in occupancy analyses. In
our case, modelling an ah involves the combination of information at both, dyadic and individual levels. This is achieved by using
the association parameter (i,j)k ; deﬁned as the probability that
the dyad composed of the ith and jth individual (with ith =
/ jth)
is associated at sampling occasion k; and the individual detection
parameter ps(i)k ; deﬁned as the probability to detect the ith individual (with ith =
/ jth) at sampling occasion k given that it belongs to
an associated dyad (s = A) or to a not associated dyad (s = B). Assuming time and individual speciﬁc parameters, the contribution to the
whole data likelihood of the dyad composed of individuals i and j
with association history A(i,j) 0(i,j) I(i) B(i,j) is:
A
A
(i,j)1 p(i)1 p(j)1





A
A
(i,j)3 p(i)3 q(j)3

A
A
(i,j)2 q(i)2 q(j)2

+ (1 −

+ (1 −

B
B
(i,j)2 )q(i)2 q(j)2

B
B
(i,j)3 )p(i)3 q(j)3



... × (1 −



B
B
(i,j)4 )p(i)4 p(j)4

(1)
where qs(i)k

(1 − ps(i)k ). The product of terms with subscript 1 is the

=
probability that the dyad is associated and to detect both individuals given they are in association at sampling occasion 1 (t1 column
in Fig. 1). The expression with subscript 2 indicates the probability
for the two possible situations when both individuals in the dyad
are not detected. Then, the ﬁrst term is the probability that the
dyad is associated and both individuals are not detected given they
are in association at sampling occasion 2. The second term is the
probability the dyad is not associated and both individuals are not
detected given they are not in association at sampling occasion 2
(t2 column in Fig. 1). The next expression showing terms with sub-

script 3 represents the probability for all possible situations when
only individual i is detected. The ﬁrst term is the probability that
the dyad is associated and individual i is detected while individual
j is not given that both individuals are in association at sampling
occasion 3; the second term is the probability that the dyad is not
associated and individual i is detected while individual j is not given
that both individuals are not in association at sampling occasion 3
(t3 column in Fig. 1). The last product of terms with subscript 4 represents the probability that the dyad is not associated and to detect
both individuals of the dyad given they are not in association at
sampling occasion 4 (t4 column in the Fig. 1).
Assuming the individuals are detected independently and
parameters are time and individual speciﬁc, the likelihood of the
data is:
L(, pA , pB ) =




×





×

N
t
N





A
A
(i,j)k p(i)k p(j)k

In[A](i,j)k

i=1 j=(i+1) k=1

(1 −

B
B
(i,j)k )p(i)k p(j)k

A
A
(i,j)k p(i)k q(j)k
A
A
(i,j)k p(j)k q(i)k

In[B](i,j)k

+ (1 −
+ (1 −

A
A
(i,j)k q(i),k q(j),k

+ (1 −

...

B
B
(i,j)k )p(i)k q(j)k

In[I](i)k

B
B
(i,j)k )p(j)k q(i)k

In[I](j)k

B
B
(i,j)k )q(i),k q(j),k

(2)

...

In[0](i,j)k

where N is the total number of detected individuals, t is the number of sampling occasions, In[A](i,j)k , In[B](i,j)k , In[I](i)k , In[I] (j)k and
In[0](i,j)k are the usual indicator functions for the ith and jth individual at occasion k for the observational events A(i,j) , B(i,j) , I(i) , I(j)
and 0(i,j) respectively. For instance, if the dyad composed of the
ith and jth individuals are detected in association at occasion k
the indicator function In[A](i,j)k will take value 1 and In[A](i,j)k = 0
otherwise.
Note that the formulated likelihood in (2) contains
t[N(N − 1)/2 + 2N] parameters. For instance, if N = 40 and t = 4,
the total number of parameters to be estimated from the model
in (2) will be 3440. In practice, this model could not be ﬁtted
to the data because the likelihood model is over-parameterized.
However, the model is formulated in general terms in order to
allow for detection and/or association parameters modelling by
means of either discrete (e.g. sex, age) or continuous (e.g. weight,
length) individual covariates (Pollock et al., 1984; Lebreton et al.,
1992).
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If the association parameter is assumed to be time-speciﬁc
but homogeneous across individuals and the individual detection parameter is assumed to be time-speciﬁc and heterogeneous
between associated and not associated individuals, then a reduced
model containing 3t parameters is:
L(, pA , pB ) =


× 2

N
t 
N 


k

 A 2 In[A](i,j)k
pk

i=1 j=(i+1) k=1

1−





k

k

  B 2 In[B](i,j)k
pk

A A
k pk qk

 A 2
qk





+ 1−

k



+ 1−

k

...

(3)


B

In[I](i)k +In[I](j)k

pBk qk

  B 2 In[0](i,j)k
qk

A simpler model is obtained when the association parameters
are assumed homogeneous across individuals and constant across
time; and individual detection parameter vary only between associated and not associated individuals. Then, a likelihood containing
only 3 parameters is:
L( , pA , pB ) =

2
×

N 
N


 A 2 xA(i,j) 

p

i=1 j=(i+1)





pA qA + 1 −

  2
A
q



+ 1−



pB qB



(yI(i) +yI(j) )

  B 2 z0(i,j)
q

1−

  B 2 xB(i,j)
p

...
(4)

where xA(i,j) is the number of times the dyad composed of the ith
and jth individuals was observed as associated (k = 1,. . .t); xB(i,j) is
the number of times the dyad composed of the ith and jth individuals was observed as not associated (k = 1,. . .t); yI(i) is the number
of times only individual i was observed from the dyad composed
of the ith and jth individuals (k = 1,. . .t); yI(j) is the number of times
only individual j was observed from the dyad composed of the ith
and jth individuals (k = 1,. . .t); and z0(i,j) is number of times neither the ith nor jth individual were observed from the dyad they
composed (k = 1,. . .t). Applying an optimization algorithm on Eq.
(4) along with [xA(i,j) , xB(i,j) , (yI(i) + yI(j) ), z0(i,j) ] as known data summaries, it is possible to estimate the association parameter and
detection parameters pA and pB .
By using different likelihood formulations as the examples presented in Eqs. (3) and (4), it is possible under the information theory
to investigate the data support (Burnham and Anderson, 2002)
for models containing for instance, either time-speciﬁc or constant across time parameters; or individual detection parameters
being either heterogeneous between associated and not associated
individuals or homogeneous across the individuals. In this way,
hypotheses concerning the time variation of parameters and/or
the parameters heterogeneity between associated and not associated individuals could be tested. Moreover, if either discrete or
continuous covariates were available, then the individual heterogeneity could be investigated; and the homogeneity assumption
could be tested by comparison the data support from models where
parameters were or were not modeled using individual covariates.
3. Simulation study
3.1. Simulation methods
A simulation study was undertaken for evaluating the performance of the proposed LBM for estimating and p under several
scenarios. Speciﬁcally, we were interested to investigate the effects
of ﬁve factors: the association probability in the population ( ), the
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association state speciﬁc individual detection probabilities (pA and
pB ), the number of sampling occasions (t) and the number of marked
individuals in the population (M).
We investigated the effects of three levels of by using 0.3, 0.5
or 0.7 in order to simulate populations showing different levels of
association intensity among them. To study the effect of the individual detection for both individuals in association and individuals
not in association, we used three levels, being 0.2, 0.4 or 0.6 for
both pA and pB . The combinations between pA and pB represent the
scenarios for which there is none, moderate and strong differences
between individual detections. Is not uncommon that the number
of sampling occasions (t) and/or the total number of marked individuals in the population (M) are restricted due to either weather or
funds restrictions. Considering this situation, we investigated the
performance of our method using values of 2, 5 or 10 for t and values of 20, 40 or 60 for M respectively. Note that when there are
M marked individuals in the population, D is deﬁned as the maximum number of different dyads that can be found across the t
sampling occasions. In other words, D is the binomial coefﬁcient of
picking 2 individuals (i.e. a dyad) from M marked individuals in the
population.
The datasets were simulated using a homogeneous association
probability across time occasions and dyads; and the individual
detection parameter remained constant across time and varied
between associated and not associated individuals. Following the
notation of Lebreton et al. (1992), the model to be ﬁtted is expressed
as [ (.), pA (.), pB (.)]. The sign (.) indicates that the parameter is
constant across time while (t) indicates a parameter is time speciﬁc.
The combination of parameters levels yielded 243 scenarios,
and for every one 1000 data sets were simulated. The data simulation process was divided in two steps: (1) assign the association
state to each dyad across the sampling occasions and (2) apply
the effect of individual detection given the association state of the
dyad. For each sampling occasion and given M marked individuals
in the population, D independent Bernoulli trials with parameter
were generated. If the generated number was 0, then the dyad
was considered as not associated; if the generated number was 1
the dyad was considered as associated. Given the presence of an
imperfect individual detection, for each sampling occasion it was
simulated the number of individuals that were detected in each
dyad. The number of detected individuals in each dyad was generated from a binomial distribution with parameters 2 and pA for
associated dyads or 2 and pB for not associated dyads. If the generated number was 0, both individuals of the dyad were not detected,
1 indicated that only one individual was detected of the dyad
and 2 indicated that both individuals of the dyad were detected.
After t sampling occasions, the values of [xA(i,j) , xB(i,j) , (yI(i) + yI(j) ),
z0(i,j) ] were recorded for each dyad of the N observed dyads. Once
this information was recorded, model [ (.), pA (.), pB (.)] was ﬁtted to the simulated data set. For each simulated data set, the
estimated values for , pA and pB using model [ (.), pA (.), pB (.)]
were recorded and asymptotic variances were calculated using the
second partial derivative of the model likelihood (Lebreton et al.,
1992). We developed an R script (R Development Core Team, 2010)
for the simulation study, made available in the Supplementary
ﬁle 1.
In order to compare the performances of the proposed LBM and
the SI and HWI indices, the values for SI and HWI for the each dyad
were calculated following Cairns and Schwager (1987) as:
SI(i,j) =
HWI(i,j) =

xA(i,j)
xA(i,j) + xB(i,j) + (yI(i) + yI(j) )

, and

xA(i,j)
xA(i,j) + xB(i,j) + 0.5 ∗ (yI(i) + yI(j) )
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As a measure of the accuracy for each estimator; the Mean
Square Error (MSE) was used for comparing the performance of the
proposed LBM with the traditional SI and HWI indices across the
243 scenarios used. The MSE for the mean of each estimator in the
2
ˆ¯ r ) was calculated as: MSE(˛
ˆ¯ r ) = var(˛
ˆ¯ r ) + (˛r − ˛
ˆ¯ r ) ,
rth scenario (˛
2
ˆ¯ r ) is the variance of ˛
ˆ¯ r and (˛r − ˛
ˆ¯ r ) is the square bias
where var(˛
2

ˆ¯ r . The values of var(˛
ˆ¯ r ) and (˛r − ˛
ˆ¯ r ) were calculated across
of ˛
ˆ r for the rth scenario where the real value
the 1000 estimates of ˛
of the parameter is ˛r .
3.2. Simulation results
Fig. 2 shows the results for the means of LBM ( ˆ¯ ), SI (SI) and HWI
(HWI) as the estimates of
for scenarios where = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7;
M = 40; t = 2, 10; pA = 0.2, 0.6 and pB = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6; but these are representative of the general simulations results. The full simulation
results are included in the Supplementary ﬁle 2.
When individual detection was either homogeneous (pA = pB ) or
heterogeneous (pA =
/ pB ) the LBM provided reasonably unbiased
estimates of the probability that a dyad is associated ( ) in most
scenarios considered. However, the precision of ˆ¯ was affected by
all factors except by the values of . The higher t values, the higher
the precision of ˆ¯ . The higher the M values the higher precision
observed for ˆ¯ . In addition, a slightly improvement in the accuracy
for ˆ¯ was observed for higher values of M. Concerning precision and
bias of ˆ¯ , interactions between M and pA , pB , and t values were
not observed. For scenarios where homogeneous individual detection was present, the lower the p values, the lower the precision of
ˆ¯ . Fig. 2 shows that the lowest precisions of ˆ¯ were obtained for
scenarios where pA = pB = 0.2 and t ≤ 10; and where pA = 0.2, pB = 0.4
and t = 2. In general, the higher the difference between pA and pB
the higher the precision of ˆ¯ .
Concerning the performance of SI and HWI as estimates of the
probability that a dyad is associated, these have shown to be biased
when either homogeneous (pA = pB ) or heterogeneous (pA =
/ pB )
imperfect individual detection were present. In this sense, the number of sampling occasions and the individual detection probability
showed to be the most inﬂuential factors on the estimates of SI and
HWI. Fig. 2 shows that the higher the t and p values the lower the
estimates of SI and HWI. The same effects of M observed in ˆ¯ , were
observed for SI and HWI. As observed in ˆ¯ , precision of SI and HWI
was affected by all factors except by the values of
higher than ˆ¯ (Fig. 2).

and was clearly

Fig. 3 shows the results for the MSE calculated for ˆ¯ , SI and HWI
in scenarios where = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7; M = 40; t = 2, 10; pA = 0.2, 0.6
and pB = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6. In general, ˆ¯ showed to be more accurate for
estimating
than SI and HWI. The calculated values of MSE for
ˆ¯ showed to be smaller than MSE of SI and HWI in 162 of the 243
scenarios, which represent the % 66.6 of the total. This was observed
for scenarios where ≤ 0.5 and t = 2; ≥ 0.5, t = 10, pA ≥ 0.2 and
pB ≥ 0.4 (Fig. 3). For those scenarios where t = 5, ˆ¯ showed to be
more accurate than SI and HWI when

=
/ 0.5.

4. Example: Commerson’s dolphins in Patagonian Northern
Sea
In this section we illustrate the application of the proposed LBM
for studying: (1) the time effect on both the association parameter
( ) and the individual detection probability (p); and (2) the variation of p between associated and not associated individuals for
a coastal dolphin species. The coastal waters near to the Chubut

Table 1
Model selection for the Commerson’s dolphin data analysis. Eleven models were
considered combining time and association effects on association and individual
detection parameters. The notation used is: np: number of parameters, QAICc:
small sample correction for Quasi Akaike Information Criterion, QAICc: difference
between the QAICc of the current model and the best model.
Model
(.), pA (t) = pB (t)
(.), pA (t), pB (t)
(.), pA (t), pB (.)
(.), pA (.), pB (t)
(t), pA (t), pB (t)
(t), pA (t), pB (.)
(t), pA (.), pB (t)
(t), pA (.), pB (.)
(t), pA (.) = pB (.)
(.), pA (.), pB (.)
(.), pA (.) = pB (.)

np

QAICc

QAICc

6
11
7
7
15
11
11
7
6
3
2

20985.36
21191.44
21229.59
21233.14
21291.46
21549.62
21818.25
21990.06
22444.90
22467.15
22489.83

0.00
206.08
244.22
247.78
306.10
564.26
832.89
1004.70
1459.53
1481.79
1504.47

River mouth, at the Northern Sea of Patagonia Argentina (43◦ 20 S,
65◦ 00 W), are frequently used by a local population of Commerson’s dolphin (C. commersonii) (Coscarella et al., 2003). Using
photo-identiﬁcation techniques, 5 occasions of capture–recapture
were performed between October 2 and October 13 of 2007. Using a
5 m rigid hulled boat powered by a 40 hp outboard, two researchers
took photographs of dolphin’s dorsal ﬁns. The observed patterns of
notches on the contour of the dorsal ﬁn were used to identify the
individuals (Wursig and Jefferson, 1990). Photographs were classiﬁed in four levels of quality: bad, regular, good and very good. For
this analysis, only good and very good quality photographs were
used. Following Coscarella et al. (2011), for each day two individuals were considered in association (i.e. the dyad is associated) when
they were photo-identiﬁed at least once within a 44 min interval.
Two individuals were considered not in association when they were
never photo-identiﬁed at least once within a 44 min interval in a
day.
Across the ﬁve sampling occasions, a total of 71 well marked
dolphins were detected. This value for N detected dolphins yielded
a total of 2485 observed association histories. Note that the total
marked dolphins in the population (i.e. M) is unknown, thus (M
choose 2 combinations minus 2485) association histories were not
observed in this study. Given that each association history describes
joint information from two individuals, dependence among the
association histories could be present. In order to measure and
correct for such dependence, the inﬂation factor c was estimated
(Burnham and Anderson, 2002). Following White et al. (2002), the
estimation of c was achieved by the ratio between the observed
2 ) from the saturated model [ (t),
Pearson chi-square statistic (XObs
A
B
p (t), p (t)] and the bootstrap mean Pearson chi-square statistic
(XB2 ). The estimation of XB2 (B = 1000) was based on the parametric bootstrap routine described by MacKenzie and Bailey (2004).
In this case, the parametric bootstrap routine was used for generating association histories instead of occupation histories. The
models were ranked according to the small sample correction of
the quasi-AIC (QAICc) (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) (Table 1).
Due to the estimate of c was less than 1 we set c = 1
according to Burnham and Anderson (2002). According to the
QAICc values, the ﬁrst model has a large data supported
than the other models. The best supported model indicated
that the association probability was constant across time [ (.)
] while the individual detection probability was time speciﬁc
but homogeneous regarding the association state of the individuals [pA (t) = pB (t)]. The estimates obtained from the best
supported model indicated that the probability that any two
dolphins are associated in a day is 0.6356 (se = 0.01679); and
that the individual detection probability was less than one
 and
time-speciﬁc with values of p̂1 = 0.2676 se(p̂1 ) = 0.0063 , p̂2 =
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Fig. 2. Results of the simulation study for twelve scenarios. Each single plot shows the relation between the mean of the likelihood based model approach ( ˆ¯ ) (solid line),
the mean Half Weight Index (dashed line) and the mean Simple Index (dotted line) vs. the real value of = (0.3, 0.5, 0.7) in each scenario. Each row of plots shares the same
value of pB . When pA = 0.2, ﬁrst and second column shows the results for simulation using t = 2 and t = 10 respectively. When pA = 0.2, third and fourth column show the results
for simulation using t = 2 and t = 10 respectively. Vertical lines represent the 95% conﬁdence interval estimated at the 2.5 and the 97.5 percentiles using the 1000 values of ˆ
for each scenario.











0.1125 se(p̂2 ) = 0.0045 , p̂3 = 0.4444 se(p̂3 ) = 0.0070 , p̂4 =





0.1808 se(p̂4 ) = 0.0055 and p̂5 = 0.1971 se(p̂5 ) = 0.0056 for
sampling occasions 1–5 respectively. The R code (R Development
Core Team, 2010) for the model ﬁt, model selection procedure for
the fourteen models and the estimation of the inﬂation factor (c) is
available in the Supplementary ﬁle 3.

5. Discussion
In this paper, we propose a new LBM for estimating the probability that a dyad is associated under ﬁeld situations when
an imperfect and heterogeneous individual detection is present.
Our simulations showed that the proposed LBM is highly accurate for estimating
in several scenarios showing either low
or heterogeneous individual detection. Under theses same scenarios, moderate to strong bias were observed in SI and HWI
indices as estimators of the probability a dyad is associated. For
some scenarios, it was observed a lower precision of the proposed LBM in comparison to SI and HWI indices. This could be
an undesirable feature for those quantitative behavioural analyses in which the relative differences between AI’s are used and
therefore there is no concern about the actual value of the probability a dyad is associated. However, if these kinds of analyses
were performed, the proposed LBM could be used as a complementary tool for testing the data support for the homogenous
and almost perfect individual detection assumptions. Then, and
even in the presence of an imperfect and heterogeneous individual detection, the researcher would have the necessary information
for choosing the lowest possible biased AI. Often, the comparison

between two or more estimated social measures may become a
difﬁcult task because different methodologies and/or amount of
information may yield different results (Gibson and Mann, 2009).
Our simulation study showed that the estimates of the association probability from the proposed LBM showed a quite small
variation across scenarios showing different combination of sampling condition variables like the number of sampling occasions,
number of marked animals in the population and an imperfect
and/or heterogeneous individual detection. These results may indicate that the proposed LBM would represent a robust tool for
comparing two or more association probability estimates from
populations where these were estimated under different sampling
conditions.
When individuals are identiﬁed by natural marks (e.g. photoidentiﬁcation or DNA ﬁngerprints) misidentiﬁcation may lead
to a substantial bias in estimates from capture–recapture models
(Yoshizaki et al., 2009). The formulation of the LBM in this work
assumed that individuals are correctly identiﬁed across the whole
study; and if natural marks were used for estimating the association probability, misidentiﬁcation could be an issue. Therefore, we
acknowledge the importance to allow in future works for identiﬁcation error in the estimation of the association probability.
As it was stated in the introduction, the necessary conditions
for considering two individuals in association must be established by the researcher prior the analysis and for each particular
study (Michener, 1980). Therefore, the estimate of
will be conditional on the speciﬁc association deﬁnition currently used by
the researcher. However, even with a speciﬁc association deﬁnition, the condition of either associated or not associated for
a dyad can be erroneously assigned. This misclassiﬁcation may
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Fig. 3. Mean square error for the estimates from the likelihood based model, the simple index and the half weight index for twelve scenarios. Each single plot shows the
relation between the mean square error (MSE) of the likelihood based model approach ( ˆ¯ ) (solid line and diamond), the MSE of the Half Weight Index (dashed line and
triangle) and the MSE of the Simple Index (dotted line and circle) vs. the real value of = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 in each scenario. Each row of plots shares the same value of pB (0.2, 0.4,
0.6) and the number of marked individuals is constant (M = 40). When pA = 0.2, ﬁrst and second column show the results for simulation using t = 2 and t = 10.

be due to either misidentiﬁcation or incomplete information to
assign the correct association state. Pradel (2005) and Nichols et al.
(2007) proposed two general frameworks for incorporating state
uncertainty in capture-recapture multistate models and occupancy
multistate models respectively. Based on these general frameworks, the estimates of could be improved by taking association
state uncertainty into account. However, more work is necessary
to investigate this approach.
The LBM presented here assumes both geographic and demographic closure. However, association between two individuals
could be affected by demographic processes like survival or migration across years or seasons (Whitehead, 2008a). A more complex
model for estimating association probability could be developed
incorporating individual survival and individual temporary migration parameters (Kendall et al., 1997; Schaub et al., 2004). If survival
and migration are allowed, the activation or the deactivation of a
particular dyad needs to be accounted for. This is related to situations in which either one or both individuals die or permanently
emigrate, in which case the dyad is no longer active. However, a
dyad can be temporarily deactivated when some of the individuals
leave the study area and reactivated when those individuals return
to the study area. Then, the estimation of would be made conditionally on either the survival or the presence of the individuals in
the study area.
Bejder et al. (1998) developed a method to test if individuals are
associated in a nonrandom fashion or not. We have not addressed

the nonrandom association testing although we acknowledge the
importance to address this issue in future works. However, given
how an association history is built, it contains information about
the randomness of association dynamics in a given population. This
particular issue could be assessed by extending our model to consider the event a dyad is associated as a ﬁrst-order Markov chain
(see Schwarz and Schweigert (1993) for an application in the markrecapture modelling framework). This would allow the estimation
of the transition probability that a dyad is associated at occasion
k given it was associated at occasion k − 1 ( kAA ) and the transition probability that a dyad is associated at occasion k given it
was not associated at occasion k − 1 ( kBA ). The most important
feature of these probabilities is that they give to us information
about how an association state at the occasion k − 1 inﬂuences the
probability to be in a given association state at the next occasion
k. Then, a model with kAA = kBA would assume that the previous
association state does not inﬂuence the next association state and
therefore, the transitions between association states are random.
On the other hand, a model with kAA =
/ kBA would assume that the
previous association state does inﬂuence the next association state
and therefore, the transitions between association states are not
random (i.e. Markovian process).
Concerning the potential applications in other ﬁelds than
behavioural ecology, in disease ecology, the imperfect and heterogeneous individual detection of the infectious status of individuals
is an increasingly recognized problem (McClintock et al., 2010). For
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instance, the estimation of dyad association probabilities between
two speciﬁc diseases in a given individual or between individuals
would be useful information in studies addressing the potential relation between diseases and disease dynamics within social
groups. For community ecology studies, MacKenzie et al. (2006)
proposed a LBM for estimating the co-occurrence species probability when species are imperfectly detected for a given number
of inspected sites. Based on individually marked individuals of 2
or more species, the proposed LBM would allow the estimation of
the dyad association probability between individuals from different species instead of different individuals from the same species. In
this way, it would be possible to study the data support for models
representing competing hypotheses concerning either behavioural
or community ecology processes.
6. Conclusion
The proposed LBM represents the ﬁrst approach for dealing with
imperfect and heterogeneous individual detection in quantitative
studies of animal behaviour when marked individuals are involved.
When imperfect individual detection is not accounted for in the
estimation of the probability that a dyad is associated, such as is
the case for traditional association indices, biased estimates are
obtained. We have shown that a LBM that explicitly models the
imperfections and heterogeneity of individual detection yields reasonably unbiased estimates of the probability a dyad is associated.
In addition, the proposed LBM can be extended for including external information and/or demographic parameters such as survival,
movement and migration rates. Finally, the application of the proposed approach for testing ecological hypotheses in other ﬁelds
than behavioural ecology would be possible due to the general
formulation of the model.
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